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Gode P. K.—Some Notes on the History of the Fig (Ficus
Oarica) from Foreign and Indian sources. NIA. IV,
Pt. 4, pp. 125-136.	[1413
Gives references to the Fig from Indian literature.
	The Testimonials of Good Conduct to Warren Has-
tings by the Benares Pandits : A. D. 1796. JTSML. II,
Pt, 1, pp. 10-14.	[1414
Addresses of congratulations, one in Persian and the other in Sans-
krit, were sent to Mr, Hastings by the inhabitants of Benares. The
writer gives the names of the signatories.
Gray, (Mrs.) H.—The  Progress  of   Women.   In   No.	1455.
- pp. 445-483.	[1415
' Changes that  have been  brought  about in  Indian   women	by the
impact of the West.
Guenon, Rene—East and West. Translated by William
Massey, 8V£" * 5J4ff, PP- 257, Luzao, London, 1941. [1416
"Maintains that only the East has gained and retained this true
knowledge, of which religion and philosophy are but a part. In his
enthusiasm for this true mataphysic he deprecates modern Western
trends of thoughts. He goes even so far as to deny any permanent
value to Western science and scholarship. He voices his plea in such
an uncompromising way that even one who takes, for instance, philo-
sophy more as a necessary and reliable means than as a final aim in
itself, feels inclined to take the part of his opponents ".
Betty Haimann.   BSOS.   X, p. 1047.
Gnha, Satisa 0.—Advancement of Knowledge by   means of
Writing and Printing.   JBHU. VI, pp. 56-62.	[1417
A study of the development of writing; when printing on paper in
the modern ages was introduced in India.
Gupte, Y. R.—The  High   Road  between Nasxk  and  North
India.   BISMQ.  XXI,   Pt.  3,   pp. 79-81.   (Marathi text).
[1418
Points out that the ancient road went via Chandwad and that the
temple should be ascribed to a period between the nth and the I3th
centuries A. D.
Gryani, S. D.—Ancient India and the Outer  World.   (Conti-
nued) BaV.   Ill, Pt. 1, pp. 77-86.	[1419
A brief account of the spread of  Indian  culture both   in the East
and the West from the earliest times down  to the tenth century of
the Christian era.

